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Artist Statement

The process of my printing begins with the drawing of an image using ink and a brush on an
acetate film. The act of drawing allows me to release my emotions and I experience a calmness,
satisfaction and happiness. This is a form of spiritual practice. I learned calligraphy when I was young
and when I use sumi ink now, I am brought back to my childhood. The images in my drawings
originated from Korean; I was born and raised in Korea and my native language is Korean. Making
drawings like this is a longing for my language, an unconscious gesture. Since completing my
undergraduate studies in the United States, I have not resolved the confusion towards my artistic
identity that I felt since I was an undergraduate student. I still have to define it: one that exists
somewhere between the complex histories of the East and West.
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Nostalgia
Introduction
I translate nostalgia for my childhood to paper through lithography. I produce a drawing for
the lithography photo plate using ink and a brush. When I draw, I can release my emotions; happiness,
sadness, depression, gratitude, passion and energy. My subject is not a traditional calligraphic letter
but rather symbols representing emotions and feelings. They are purely abstract but they have
emotional significance for me. The abstract image of my work does say something even though this
emotional icon is produced by my inspiration and imagination. These images converse with each
other and the viewer; they have a quality which is very close to language. Similar to how characters
have a certain quality, the images create an alphabet of my own design. I am used to painting similarly
to calligraphy letters and unconsciously, when I paint sumi ink with sumi ink brush. I chose
lithography as my medium because this medium is what best translates my drawing and means for
expressing my theme of nostalgia. In addition, I see high density, fabulous aesthetic quality,
sophisticated beauty and richness at lithographic print.

Thinking & Philosophy
As I start to do lithography, the scale of my work was reduced because there is a limitation
of print size in reflection ability and when one is working alone as a printer. I chose the most
essential content because my work needed to fit on smaller paper. I realized that printing on small
scale is difficult for me. But after doing so, reducing the size of a print has a more intense and strong
sensation. The lithographic print has an excellent ability to capture precisely all the subtlety of my
brush mark making.
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When I had a critique, an artist asked to me. “Why do you print it? You can paint on paper.”
My print was a black and white print. His comment is both right and wrong. I can draw what I want
on paper. A print could be a similar to a painting. However, I can see their difference which is the
intensity of a print. Printmaking is never easy, especially lithography. Before others can be satisfied
with my prints, I have to be satisfied with them.
Lithography printing is a reproduction process of my drawing. I print the same image
repeatedly. I create unique editions which are them used as exhibition pieces. However, each print is a
little bit different. For example, the density of each lithographic print might change from lighter to
darker or from darker to lighter gradually. This is not considered good form in printing an edition, but
as an artist/printer creativity a unique edition, I find it is fascinating and can be useful for the purpose
of installations. An installation can be extended to a larger space because a series of small prints can
be displayed as a large work.
There is a texture in sumi ink mark. I am fascinated by it, because there is negative
space between the brush marks which is white in color. It is not my intention to make these
negative spaces, but rather it is a kind of an accident. This is another natural gesture that feels
human, like a natural touch, and it is like breathing; the presence of negative space is like a gift
unexpectedly, the same way life is.
I often make layers of texture with sumi ink brush marks. Sometimes, I use multiple
plates one per each color, so the plates can be layered. The texture of each print can be
overlapped in a variety of ways. It can create another texture which is so beautiful and another
gift. I think that this is the benefit of printmaking. An image can be overlapped and overlapped
again, to make another shape or another color. These intersections are similar with the
relationships of our lives. Some meetings are intended but some meetings are not intended.
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People try to make a plan and follow it, but sometimes our plans cannot be realized and
unexpected things happen by accident.

Interest & Influence
I am fascinated by the aspect of simplicity, use of symbolism, and monochromatic colors of
Zen art. Although I find this somewhat ironic, my work has links to Zen, European modernism and
constructivism. Zen comes from Japan and is related to Buddhism. From China, Chan Buddhism
influenced Vietnam, Korea, and Japan. It became known as Japanese Zen. There is a “paradoxical
language” in the Zen-tradition. I am an Asian woman who is not Buddhist. I was raised in South
Korea and I was trained in Western art in America. However, I believe that I was naturally influenced
by Eastern culture. I am fascinated by profound, perplexing, serious, humorous, and beautiful Zen art
because viewing these works is like a meditation. On its website, the Metropolitan Museum of Art
discusses monochrome painting. “Today, ink monochrome painting is the art form most closely
associated with Zen Buddhism. The range of subject matter eventually broadened to include literary
figures and landscapes, and the painting styles often became more important than personal
expression.” Zen Buddhism’s emphasis on simplicity and the importance of the natural world
generated a distinctive aesthetic. (Metropolitan Museum of Art) Zen Buddhism. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/zen/hd_zen/htm
The form of my print is simple and abstract. I prefer a limited color palette rather than a wide
ranging one. This is similar to the color palette used by Richard Serra. I am very interested in
Richard Serra’s prints. Even though I knew his work before, when I saw his original prints in person, I
was fascinated by it again. I am interested in his use of black ink. There is gravity, density and
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magnitude present in his work. In addition, I was fascinated by the minimalism that we can see in his
work. The simplicity of his work is reminiscent of the shapes and colors I create in my prints. I
believe that the simplicity of my prints is what makes them intense.
John Berggruen Gallery writes at Serra’s work: “Using black paintstick or oilstick, heated to a
viscous and sometimes fluid state, he creates elemental forms through direction action on the paper
and the accretion of medium. Serra has also reinvigorated the traditional etching medium, using
deeply bitten plates to create expressive gestural forms. Richard Serra's Gemini work has progressed
from relatively planar images in his early expressive lithographs to prints with a deeper and more
articulated relief found through explorations in increasingly sophisticated screenprint and intaglio
techniques. Thick, black ink is evenly applied to deeply etched copper plates to create the highly
textured and minimalist prints. These prints, on a grand scale, are evidence of this Serra’s continued
ability to convey on paper the weight and monumentality of his sculpture.” (Revised from
http://www.berggruen.com/exhibitions/richard-serra/artworks?view=thumbnails ) His use of the color
black in the print is a another black that I didn’t expect because it was rich, deep and intense.
In “When Attitudes Became Form” Richard Serra creates a marriage of the conceptual art with
process art. Richard Serra explained that Process Art is about the journey, not the destination.
This describes making art in a philosophical way. (Revised from
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/art_market/process_art-51778) Richard Serra
emphasized the process of making art. I think the process influenced his form.
When I display all my prints, they can be seen as both a series and as conceptual art. Even
though I do not intend to create conceptual art, I view it as conceptual art because of the process used
to create my lithographic prints. Various ink densities of the same image and the same color, provide
visual beauty and an extension of space with multiplicity.
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Process
I can be exhausted both mentally and physically during the lithography printing process.
There is a steep learning curve that requires time and dedication to master. After I start to print a
lithoplate on paper, I cannot take a break for several hours during the process because the lithoplate
will dry quickly. “Why am I doing this?” I ask myself. Lithography is one of the most difficult kinds
of printmaking. To produce my best work, I have print about 10 pieces of lithography. My goal is to
produce refined and high quality lithography prints. I think that printing lithography is similar to my
life. To be successful, I have to work hard and endure the process. I will say that lithographic
printmaking is akin to the process of endurance that Buddhist monks experience. In addition, this
process demands concentration.

Conclusion
When printing I have only one shot, like life. In life, I cannot return to the moment that I
experienced in the past. After I print lithographs, I cannot recover or make up an unsuccessful part of
a print. So I have to print the same image again to get a successful print. When I make a painting, I
can change the some part I didn’t like. But I cannot change a print. To change a part of a photo
lithographic plate. I have to remake a new plate to print.
Even though I cannot actually return to my past, I can experience it through the process of
lithography, as the drawings for my prints originate from the nostalgia for my childhood. Therefore, I
will say my process of printmaking is time travel to me. This is the Journey that I can return to from
the past with my memories. Even though I cannot experience the past physically, I can feel my past
moments emotionally and mentally.
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The Note_ Lithography on paper_30 x 22 in
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The Hope_ Lithography on paper_30 x 22 in
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The Dream_ Lithography on paper_30 x 22 in
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The Inspiration_ Lithography on paper_30 x 22 in
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The Passion_ Lithography on paper_30 x 22 in
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The Nostalgia_ Lithography on paper_30 x 22 in
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The Gratitude _ Lithography on paper_30 x 22 in
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The Way_ Lithography on paper_30 x 22 in
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right side
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left side
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